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Abstract
With the high amount of mentally seeking behaviors among students nationwide according
to Healthy minds network survey (2019) and lack of related studies to students mental health
in the Gulf region, a gap is created Fatima Al-Darmaki et al. (2015) this project is executed to
fill the gap by utilizing data analytics techniques to generate insights that can be used to
support future decisions.
Students who suffer from mental disorders are most likely to disengage from university
which can be translated into a dropout. Many organizations are conducting periodically to
capture as many insights to tackle those behaviors. This project is aiming to tackle this
problem and gather insights from a web-based survey that is answered anonymously by the
target group of students. Answers will be analyzed and preprocessed by several statistical
techniques, transformed and finally modeled to generate insights. Gathered insights can
lead to new hypotheses to be formulated.
In addition, unsupervised learning algorithms have been introduced such as Apriori and
FP-growth to generate the frequent itemsets which use association rules mining to associate
the different mental health factors that are related to this research. such as the association
between participant sex related to mental health concern, and related sexual orientation that
has more likely to visit mental health consultant services, and the relation between sexual
orientation to mental disorder has been investigated to find no significant relationship. On the
other hand combining Social network analysis approach with frequent pattern mining found
interesting patterns in building relations between demographic features of who are more
likely to consult a mental health specialist. Results and further research can be used to
support decisions of future mental related behaviors and support future decisions for related
problems.
Keywords: unsupervised Learning, graph theory, mental health, association rule mining,
apriori, fp growth, social network analysis.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction
University students possess a higher risk of mental disorder in the population. Studies that
have been conducted by several organizations show that mental health disorders are
affecting one of five young people at any given time, and about two-thirds of all young
people with mental disorders

are not getting the help they need (Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (2013)). The center conducts comprehensive research statewide to
address rates of mental health-related problems and substance use by the students between
ages of 12 to 17. The findings of the research showed that boys in the range of 12–17 years
were more likely to sucide than girls, and girls at the same age were more likely to have
depression than boys, which indicated how severely are results of mental disorders and
issues between students. Van der Heijde et al. (2015) published research reported a survey
on students, found that reported problems regarding student-life were more likely to be
related to weak self-confidence represented in (26%),followed by lack of financial support
(19%) and solitude (17%). Furthermore, students who reported the need for professional
care showed significantly more problems in all domains compared to students that reported
that they do not need professional care. The resulting findings supported the motivation of
seeking professional help for mental health problems among students. In Gulf Cooperation
Council countries, mental health research attention suffers from low interest from the
academic practitioners and professionals. Al Darmaki and Saad Yaaqeib (2015) provide an
overview of the current situation of psychological and mental health services in the UAE.
During the period between 1989 and 2008, only 192 studies on mental health published in
the Gulf Cooperation Council countries.

1.2 Project Goals
This project aims to use a knowledge discovery approach instead of the traditional
descriptive statistics-based approaches to find interesting relationships by using various
machine learning algorithms on the selected dataset. This project can be reproducible on a
yearly basis on students' campuses to evaluate changes and trends among them in the
upcoming years, and future students. This project aim to answered two main questions such
as:
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Q1: What are the factors that are related to mental issues among students?.
Q2: What are the trends among mental and behavioral status of students?.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
Student mental health is a growing issue on education campuses. According to the
American Council on Education survey (2017), among university students, student affairs
leaders listed student mental health disorders as their most concern. Which is translated
into the main objective of this project to find interesting insights among student campus
mental statues, behaviors and patterns that can be identified and analyzed using data
analytics approaches to provide valuable insights into persons at risk of mental health crises
and provide a recommendation upon the gathered insights.

1.4 Research Methodology
Research selected dataset is based on questionnaire data that are retrieved from ACHA
known as American college health association. Data has been collected from 2015 until
2019. Using such data requires a quantitative approach in order to develop a model that will
help draw insights about the respondents' answers. On the other hand similar cases can be
conducted from dataset that can be retrieved from multiple sources where the data is
formatted in a questionnaire similar to this case in format and from multiple organizations;
NIH, CDC, and RIT NCHA survey (2019). While many organizations have a variety of
approaches, Rochester Institute of Technology is conducting an online survey sponsored by
the National College Health Assessment. The survey covers different aspects including the
mental section, which will be proposed for the project This survey can be applied on the
Dubai campus to support this project, however due to the difficulty of retrieving data from
RIT, since Dubai campus does not conduct the survey, one alternative solution was to
contact the ACHA known as American college health association to retrieve the data, data
were given as a sample that represent survey of multiple institutions from period of 2015
until spring of 2019. The collected data sample will be modeled to investigate asked
questions in the project goals section.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
Referred to as the constraints to the project work, where the most reasonable constraint is
the available computing power when using a similar kind of unsupervised learning
9

algorithms, that scans the whole data set based on each row simultaneously, which need
more resources such as storage, high memory capacity and computing power. On the other
hand, the addition of a domain expert can affect the scope of such a project where all the
provided concepts, computation, and results are statistical and mathematical based
methods.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Adults with mental statuses of depression and/or anxiety preserve a higher level of smoking
and anxiety among students, according to Healthy minds study (2019) which included
university students in the United States resulting in a percentage of 65% of students being
diagnosed with a positive depression after a therapist consultation. A dose-dependent
relationship exists between depression severity and smoking level, obesity, and physical
inactivity, in which depressed individuals are likely to engage heavily in these activities.

2.2 Literature Review of Various Models.
Zhao, et al. (2017) have used PNARC model in order to understand and identify
psychological factors that are affecting University students. Data and information were
collected from Chinese college freshmen with a total of (6500) students through
psychological assessment, that is Symptom Checklist-90 (SCL-90) which is a questionnaire
constructed by Pearson Assessment and Information Group in order to evaluate the
problems related to psychology. PNARC model was used to determine the negative and
positive association rules from SCL-90 data. The model results indicate that all identified
factors of the assessment are almost always correlated with each other, for instance,
relationship sensitiveness psychoticism, Obsession, and interpersonal between the three
most closely linked. In addition, Female students can be mentally ill more than males.
Furthermore, depressed and anxious students are more likely to suffer from obsession.
These findings can serve as a base for psychological counseling for college students. On the
other hand, the researchers have not measured the model validation to be compared to a
baseline model in any way.
Cheng (2016) created the PHARM model which is designed to convince health partners in
the United States of the interests of the Association Rule Mining algorithm of frequent
features. The PARHM model was created to predict mental states based on five scaled
scores that are related to family, social support, anxiety disorder, depression-related
symptoms, and self-efficacy. This model has been combined with mining association rules
and classification to assign and predict future mental health factors. The classification
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approach hasn't been discussed by the PHARM paper. The model has been used as a
decision support system to tackle the development of potential mental illness and to prioritize
advice and action plans for reducing risks.
Tomas Kliegr (2019) introduced a QCBA model that overcomes the limitation of the
association rules, which is applicable only to nominal data. Discretizing features can lead to
data loss that might be valuable. On the other hand, applying association without
discretization doesn't require any transformation of data, which preserves data features. This
approach has been compared with the classical CBA method and its results were found to
be better in terms of listing rules per features.

Ramirez, Abrajano and Alvarez (2019) proposed the utilization of Fuzzy Forest machine
learning algorithms to determine the factors that differentiate each response of California
Health Interview Survey (CHIS) and use them to build a statistical model. In addition, Fuzzy
Forest algorithm was used to uncover the correlations between variables of the survey, and
to associate between the questions and the responses. They had two samples; a training set
which belongs to 2013, and a testing set that belongs to 2014. Fuzzy Forest -according to
authors is an extension of Random Forest, which defined under to main steps, starting with
clustering the features based on their similarities, where each cluster represents group of
highly correlated features with each other; the second step is selecting the most important
features by recursive feature elimination random forest selection. A different characteristic
that separates Fuzzy Forest from Random Forest is its ability to function properly with highly
intercorrelated variables. Study found that poor health was associated with the survey or
interview language. Specifically, respondents who spoke Spanish, Vietnamese, or Mandarin
reported poor health. Furthermore, the developed model predicted 86% good health
outcome, and compared with 2014 (CHIS) it is considered generalizable due to its good fit.
Fokoue and Gündüz (2013) work involved in extracting patterns from students' evaluation of
courses instructors. The goals were focused on finding any patterns that involve course
difficulty level, students' knowledge, and the survey responses. The data used included
5,820 evaluations taken by university students in Turkey, and the evaluation survey included
31 questions. In order to discover patterns, the researchers utilized different techniques of
data mining such as regression trees, support vector machines, factor analysis,
classification, and many others. In addition, the combination of both supervised and
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unsupervised techniques have enabled the researchers to identify survey variables that
affected student’s assessment scores greatly.
As a result, a powerful association was found between the score that was given to the
instructor by the student and the student’s dedication to the class, that was measured by
attendance, where students who are committed to attending classes show a more
satisfactory score. In addition, the factor analysis technique revealed that instructors had a
strong influence over students’ evaluation at the end of the course.
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Chapter 3 Data Analytics Methodology
3.1 CRISP-DM Methodology
CRISP-DM (Wirth & Hipp, 2000) was conceived in 1996 and entered the data mining market
as a standardized data mining process in projects. The methodology provides an overview of
the cycle of a data mining project, In six major steps, started by business understanding,
data understanding, data preparation, modeling, and evaluation. According to the latest
KDnuggets poll (2014), the CRISP-DM methodology still the most popular data mining
process with 43%, the second most popular method is SEMMA (SAS, 1998) 8.5% by SAS
institute, and followed third by KDD 7.5% (Klemettinen et al., 1997) process methodology.

Fig.1: CRISP-DM, still the top methodology for analytics, data mining, or data science
projects

3.2 Data Analytics Algorithms
3.2.1 Introduction to Association Rules Analysis
Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning algorithm that is used to deal with input
(X) data without the existence of any labeled response or output (Y). Most common methods
14

are the partitioning method or cluster analysis (which deals mainly with distance measures)
which is used to explore the data to find out any hidden pattern patterns that can be used to
group the data with similar features into clusters, and understanding the relationship
between the data variables (James et al., 2013).
Association rules analysis related algorithms, such as Apriori and FP-growth tree algorithms
that can be defined as a developed technique that been used for the transactional data type
and to compute how much association is between them, like if a customer is 70% to buy a
milk the same customer will also buy bread. Two main types of algorithms are being used:
The Apriori and the FP Growth, where data are structured as shown in the table in figure 11.
While the apriori depends on the candidates generation as an algorithm, FP growth is
considered as an improvement to apriori, since it represents the frequent items in a tree
shape design with candidate generation makes it faster in terms of the computational
performance (Tan and etl 2013). Association rules in general have the listed below
calculations in the dataset.
Support: Is the percentage of the transaction that contains the items from the data set ,
which means how many times did the items occur in the dataset (Agrawal et al, 1993).

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐴→𝐶) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐴∪𝐶)

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒[0, 1]

(1)

Confidence: The probability that items on left hand side {LHS} and right hand side {RHS}
of ruleset are occurring together, with a higher confidence will reflect a higher likelihood of
the items that will be purchased together based on the given rule (Agrawal et al, 1993).

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐴→𝐶) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐴→𝐶) 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐴) 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 [0, 1]

(2)

Lift: Probability of the all items set all occurring together in the rule. lift value more than 1
reflects that the presence of the item will increase with the presence of the other items and
its occurrence in the same transaction, so the lift summarizes the strength of association rule
as a link between the items of both sides (Brin et al, 1997).

𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝐴→𝐶) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐴→𝐶) 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐶)

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒[0, ∞]

(3)
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3.2.2 Association Rules Mining
Association rules analysis in one of major unsupervised learning methodologies used to
represent the interesting parents in massive datasets. The discovered relationships are
known as association-rules of frequent items (Tan and etl, 2013). Association rules mining
has been used in many use cases in different areas such as retailers who used it to gain
insights about the relationships of sold items. Cheng, C. W. et al (2016) created a model
PHARM that adapts association rules analysis to generate new rules to be used in medical
assessment, which uses the models as a decision support tool.

3.2.2.1 Data Representation in Association Rules Mining
Data sets that are applicable to performing association rules should transform into a
transactional type of dataset, which means all the instances should occur in the row, an
example can be seen as data representation in figure 2.

Figure 2. Transactional data example, adapted from Tan
and etl (2013) Association Analysis: basic concepts and
algorithms in Introduction to data mining

It can be seen in the previous figure that ‘Bear’ from items columns have been seen in
multiple rows, which means in cases such as this item occurs in a transaction this item
occurs it will be viewed as row value in that case.

3.2.3 Generating Frequent Itemsets From Dataset
3.2.3.1 Apriori Algorithm
A pseudocode in figure 3 implements the frequests itemsets generation of apriori algorithm.
where Ck adopts a set of candidate k-itemsets, and the frequent set if itemsets are
represented by Fk. apriori following the belows steps: (Tan and etl 2013)
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1. The algorithm initially makes a single pass over the data set to determine the support
of each item. Upon completion of this step, the set of all frequent 1-itemsets K.
2. Algorithm will generate new candidate k-itemsets and prune unnecessary candidates
that are guaranteed to be infrequent given the frequent (k−1) itemsets found in the
previous iteration.
3.

Algorithm makes an additional pass to count the support of the generated
candidates. The subset function is used to determine all the candidate itemsets in Ck
that are contained in each transaction t.

4. After counting support, the algorithm eliminates all candidate itemsets whose support
counts are less than N minimum support which is chosen by the user .
5. The algorithm terminates when there are no new frequent itemsets generated, ie Fk
= ∅.

Figure 3 Apriori algorithm Pseudocode, adapted from Tan and etl (2013) Association Analysis: basic
concepts and algorithms in Introduction to data mining
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Figure 4 Apriori algorithm pruning technique, adapted from Tan and etl (2013) Association Analysis:
basic concepts and algorithms in Introduction to data mining.

To clarify pruning technique in project use case sat a threshold for the support which accepts
only itemset at a minimum of 60% support on all dataset at least to be considered. The
Generation of duplicate candidates by scanning leads into wasted computations, which need
to be avoided for efficiency reasons. Also, an effective candidate generation procedure
should avoid generating a huge number of k to avoid these unnecessary computations, Tan
and etl (2013).
●

Algorithm settings: setted threshold (min_support=0.6).

3.2.3.2 FP-Growth Algorithm
The algorithm does not create candidate sets in the same fashion as apriori in terms of
multiple passes over the entire dataset. since it needs only two scans over the dataset to
extract frequent itemsets from it, which makes it faster and less expensive than apriori.
1. The algorithm scans the whole dataset one time to calculate each item support cout.
and ignore the infrequent items, and sort the generated item set in a descending
order.
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2. The Algorithm constructs the Fp-tree by making a second pass over the data set.
After reading the first transaction the first transaction is created as a node between
those items where a path is generated to encode this relation, and every node along
the path has a frequency count of 1.
3. This process continues until all the generated transactions are mapped onto their
relative path that have been constructed by the Fp-Tree.

Figure 5. Fp-Growth algorithm generation, adapted from Tan and etl (2013) Association Analysis:
basic concepts and algorithms in Introduction to data mining.

●

Algorithm settings: setted threshold (min_support=0.6), maximum length = 2
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3.2.3 Drawbacks in association rules on datasets
Due to the iterative process of rules generation in association rules mining where every item
in the dataset is compared against each item and so on, the increase in items and
transaction can make the computation very expensive, (Tan and etl 2013) listed some
limitations that can be solved by decrease the dimensionality in datasets.and reduce the
number of item sets in terms of columns and rows, that need to be analyzed.

3.3 Data Analytics Tools
To satisfy the project analysis, and supporting insights, Python is utilized. Python is an
object-oriented programming language (Van Rossum & Drake Jr, 1995), which is mainly
used by research institutions and organizations. It contains packages that can be applied in
the fields of statistics, and machine learning. Moreover, Python can run on many different
development and execution environments.
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Chapter 4 Data Understanding
4.1 Project Description
Data was collected from ACHA known as "American College Health Association". This
association is conducting a semester based yearly survey across United States universities
known as National college health assessment 'NCHA', this survey target university students
across the country and serve various criterias such as from General Health of College
Students, until students characteristics, this study targets to serve mental health and related
criterias to it which can be associated to which variables are strong toward students.

4.2 Dataset Dictionary
Table 1. Data description
Question criteria

Description

PERMID

Participant school identification number

Mental Health

Questions from NQ30-NQ37

Physical Health

Questions from NQ38-NQ44

impediments to Academic

Question NQ45

Performance
Demographic Characteristics

Questions from NQ46-NQ66

Additional variables in the ACHA-NCHA Data files
Estimated Blood Alcohol

based on the reported number of drinks consumed the last time they “partied” or

Concentration (BAC)

socialized (nq10), their approximate length of time of consumption (nq11), sex
(nq46), weight (nq50), and an average rate of ethanol metabolism (.015
g/100mL/hour.) BAC is a continuous variable. RBAC1 collapses the continuous
variable, estimated BAC, into a categorical variable where (1= YES) for those
students with an estimated BAC under 0.08% the last time they “partied” or
socialized. RBAC2 collapses the continuous variable, estimated BAC, into a
categorical variable where (1= YES) for those students with an estimated BAC
under 0.10% the last time they “partied” or socialized

Estimated Body Mass Index (BMI)

based on self-reported height (nq49a and nq49b) and weight (nq50) and is a
continuous variable. The calculation for computing BMI is weight (kg) / 2 [height (m)
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RBMI is the continuous BMI variable

(1) BMI <18.5 Underweight

recorded into the following categories

(2) BMI 18.5-24.9 Healthy Weight

identified by the World Health

(3) BMI 25-29.9 Overweight

Organization.

(4) BMI 30-34.5 Class I Obesity
(5) BMI 35-39.9 Class II Obesity
(6) BMI ≥ 40 Class III Obesity

PAREQ

indicates whether or not the students meet the US recommended level of physical
activity, based on responses to nq29a and nq29b. Students meeting the guidelines
from the American College of Sports Medicine and the American Heart Association
(2007) are indicated in the dataset as 1= guidelines met. Those meeting the
guidelines include students that report:
• Moderate-intensity cardio or aerobic exercise for at least 30 minutes on 5 or more
days per week (or nq29a ≥ 6)
• Vigorous-intensity cardio or aerobic exercise for at least 20 minutes on 3 or more
days per week (or nq29b ≥ 4)
• A combination of moderate-intensity and vigorous-intensity cardio or aerobic
exercise where 2 moderate-intensity periods = 1 vigorous-intensity periods.

RNQ47

uses the responses to NQ47a, NQ47b, and NQ46c to create a new variable, SEX
AND GENDER. This variable is used to sort respondents into female and male
categories in the ACHA- NCHA report documents.
• If a student’s gender identity (nq47c) is consistent with their sex at birth (nq47a)
AND the student selects "no" for transgender (nq47b), then respondents are sorted
as female or male.
• If a student selects "yes" for transgender (nq47b) OR their sex at birth (nq47a) is
not consistent with their gender identity (nq47c), the respondent is sorted as
non-binary.
• If a student skips any of the three questions used to compute RNQ47, then they
are sorted as missing. (1) Female (2) Male (3) Non-Binary (-9) Missing.

Campus demographic variables in the ACHA-NCHA Reference Group data files
●

Institutional Control (PUBPRIV)

●

Religiously-affiliated institution (REL)

●

Postsecondary Minority Institution (PMI)

●

Historically Black College or University (HBCU)

●

High Hispanic Enrollment (HHE)

●

Hispanic-serving Institution (HSI)

●

Tribal College or University (TCU)

●

Alaska Native-serving Institution (ANSI)

●

Native Hawaiian-serving Institution (NHI)

●

TYPE (2, or 4 years)

●

Campus Setting (LOCALE)

●

US Geographical Area (REGION)

●

NCHA Survey Period (STUDY)

●

Survey Mode (PWNO)

●

Total Enrollment (SIZE)
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●

Basic Carnegie Classification (CARNCAT)

National College Health Assessment – Codebook, 2019 by American College Health Association

The dataset total size on disk represents a size of 402.7 Megabyte of space on a disk, and a
total number of 146 features, and 426425 total observations, each column present an
answer from a category of choices given to the student to choose from, a question can have
a text categorical variable which represents a predefined repossess or a free text box types
of answer or a participant select other from the given predefined answers category, or a
continuous variable such as age weight...etc. With respect to the used programming
language of python and its modules to read data and process it, data type will be referred to
as its defined in this environment which is used as a framework represent the project work,
in this project case python (Rossum & Drake, 1995) with a module named Pandas
(McKinney 2011), which used mainly for data science and analysis related job pandas is
responsible to read and represent data types to its own perspective, hence the below table
represent a dictionary to data types according to programming perspective.
1.

Category (137) = total number of 137 categorical columns.

2.

Float64 (6) = total number of 6 numerical columns.

3.

Object (3) = 3 columns are assigned to an object which can be represented as a
long description for a case related column.

Due to the dimensionality in dataset columns we are going to explore the variables as per
their types.

4.2.1 Categorical features
Categorical features are mainly the optional text type question that can be selected from
each criteria where each question has an option of a variety of answers, taking the first
question in mental health category NQ30A it can be seen from the below table how answers
are distributed.
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Table 2. Categorical features.

4.2.2 Float Features
Float features are representing any numerical attributes in data columns, below it can be
seen a sample of numerical features in dataset:
Table 3. Numerical features.

4.2.3 Object Features
Object features are considered the free text type of data, where these following columns can
have descriptive information given by participants.
Table 4. Object features.
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Chapter 5 Data Exploration
5.1 Data Exploration
This stage in the project life cycle builds up the understanding of the dataset by exploring the
dataset initially, a high dimensionality dataset can make a challenge to utilize the exploration
of data, exploring data visually can builds up deeper understanding to create a baseline for
the next steps of the project cycle.

5.1.1 Total Count of Participant per Semester
Figure 6 is an overview of the whole dataset that showed the statistical pattern of
participants among the years per semester, significantly Spring semester reflecting a higher
number of participants than Fall semester, on the other hand it clearly can be seen that
Spring 2016 has the highest number of participants among the years.

Figure 6. Total participants count per semester

Figure 7 represents the same statistical sample but filtered by school year per student. It can
be seen that the highest contribution goes to first year undergraduate students in most cases
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followed by third year, fourth year then the highest contribution goes to graduate study and
professionals.

Figure 7. Total participant by degree year

5.1.2 Total Count of Participants by Gender
Figure 8 presents a similar descriptive statistic as the previous figure, while this plot
represents the data filtered by gender. shows a significant number of females in all years,
while male coming in second place, this column represents students who have been
identified as per their sex in birth.

Figure 8. Total participants by gender

Boxplot is one of the majorly used types of plot in descriptive statistics, to determine the
distribution of continuous variables among dataset. Boxplot as a shape can illustrate the
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distribution of data points, the type of distribution whether its normal or skewed, and to
distinguish the occurrence of outliers in the dataset. Outliers represent extreme value in data
where extreme is defined as a faraway point from the median of the distribution. Figure 9
demonstrates the distribution of age among semesters and filtered by gender type.

Figure 9. Gender distribution among age and semester

which can be validated by the below table, it can be seen that related to age column
(RNQ46), has a maximum value of 98 years old where most of the data points are in the
mean point and age of 22 years old.
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Table 5. Statistical summary

5.1.3 Online and Offline Survey
An exploratory data analysis in terms of visuals can tell many things to the reader, figure 10
illustrates the contribution to the attending the survey in the dataset, where it can be seen, a
drastically increasing behavior among the years in both sex, whether if the survey is online
or offline type.

Figure 10. Survey contribution among the semesters

5.2 Exploration of Missing Values
Since the high dimension in the dataset as the previous section is valuable to explore the
missing instances in data in a visualization way. The missing values measure the
significance of the impact on the dataset as the below sections follows.
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5.3 Exploration of Columns Completeness
Exploring the completeness of columns as a sparse dataset as per columns location in the
x-axis starting from left, it can be seen that towards the last few columns from the dataset
are representing a huge number of missing values.

Figure 11. Total percentages of columns completeness

From the figure 11 showed that all the high number of missing values are under the category
of demographic type of questions, where these questions are targeted to view participant
membership in several organizations.

Figure 12. Demographics data missing values percentage
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Figure 13. Demographics data missing values per row location

Exploring the dataset per count can reveal more information, in the below table it taking the
missing values in ascending order shows the missing value in the first plot, which is the
column NQ45D7, this column represent the question related to academic performance being
affected by several answers that can be selected, where the number 7 represents the other’s
option from the question criteria.

Table 6. Total missing values
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Chapter 6 Data Preparation
The stage of preparation of data , represents applying changes into the data set. Data will be
cleaned, and transformed for the next stage of modeling, where each sub-stage of this
chapter should have a validation to perform it. As per our previous section we could see that
our dataset as per column types, whether continuous or categorical variables need to be
cleaned and transformed to be ready for the next step of modeling, data preparation is
divided into several stages; such as cleaning, dimensionality reduction techniques, and data
transformation.

6.1 Data Selection
Data selection step would reduce the number of years to take a single year for this stage,
where here we are going to select the most recent year in the dataset which is '2019
SPRING semester data.

6.2 Data Cleaning
Data cleaning processes indicate the anomalies, or non needed variables to be removed
from the dataset due to the added complexity and computation to the model.

6.2.1 Dimensionality Reduction
Below table represents the removed columns with its purpose. The second stage will
indicate removing the empty rows from the dataset.
Table 7. Reported removed columns
Column name
1

PERMID

purpose to remove
institution unique id doesn't add meaning to the dataset.
Mental section questions

2

NQ33L

Represent ‘other’ as an option from the survey options.
Impediments to Academic Performance questions

3

NQ45D7

Represent ‘other’ as an option from the survey options.

4

NQ45O

Represent a text to type which does not add significant statistical information.
Demographic Characteristics questions

5

NQ46

6

NQ47CO

continuous variable age.
Represent a text to type which does not add significant statistical information.
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7

NQ48CO

Represent a text to type which does not add significant statistical information.

8

NQ49_FT

Represent a continuous variable height in feet which have been discretized as a discrete in RBMI
column which represent the relative ‘body mass index’.

9

NQ49_IN

Represent a continuous variable height in inches which have been discretized as a discrete in RBMI
column which represent the relative ‘body mass index’.

10

NQ_50

Represent a continuous variable weight which have be discretized as as a discrete in RBMI column
which represent the relative ‘body mass index’

11

NQ53

Transfer to this institute within the last 12 month, not adding valuable information since the
institution information is not given.

12

NQ66

The column represents a membership in United States Armed Services’ has very low instances in
the data set, e.g. in SPRING 2019 data 97% of participants voted no for this question.

13

BAC,RBAC1,R
BAC2

14

PAREQ

indicates whether or not the students meet the US recommended level of physical activity, where
this question is taking the answers from survey questions ‘NQ29a’, and ‘NQ29b’, which are not
given in this sample dataset to validate.

15

RNQ47

represent an answer from ses the responses to NQ47a, NQ47b, and NQ46c to create a new
variable, SEX AND GENDER which can be replace by Gender at birth column RNQ47A‘’

16

RNQ47CO

Represent a free text as an ‘other’ option from the survey options.

17

RNQ48O

Represent a free text as an ‘other’ option from the survey options.

18

REL,PMI,HBC
U,HHE,HS,TC
U,PBI,AMNAPI,
ANSINHSI

19

TYPE

20

LOCALE

Represent the campus size due to its population.

21

REGION

Represent the US graphical region of campus.

22

STUDY

represent the semester and year, since we are taking SPRING 2019 only data this column will not
add any value.

23

PWNO

represent the type of survey whether it's paper or online based.

24

SIZE

25

CRANCAT

Represent Basic Carnegie classification, that classifies the institution type.
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ACHAMEM

Represent a membership on the ACHA or not,

BAC represents continuous variables, and RBAC1, and RBAC2 represent the translated into
categorical columns of the ‘Estimated Blood Alcohol Concentration’ .

represent if the student is a certain affiliation.

represent ‘not known column’.

Total enrollment size, removed due to not having any information about the institute.

Total removed columns : 35
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Table 8. Validation of removing NQ66

Table 9. Data set after cleaning columns
Dataset
Data set ‘SPRING’ 2019 before cleaning.
Data set ‘SPRING’ 2019 after cleaning

columns

rows

146

67972

111

67972

6.2.2 Missing Values Ratio
To validate the previous step of removing the columns which are producing less information
about the dataset, it can be seen in the below figure which represents the reduced
dimensionality version of the dataset that the percentage of the column’s fullness as per a
100% scale criteria. It can be seen that all the columns represent a fullness percentage over
than 90% completed columns, which means a very low percentage of missing row values.

Figure 14. Spring 2019 dataset after data cleaning

On the other hand figure 14 implement the missing values ratio in an ascending order which
shows again a very high number of completed rows, the empty spaces represent the missing
rows per row location, this figure is aligned in an ascending order so it represent the highest
row in missing value at top, the line in the right represent the highest row in missing values
which is number 7, and the highest completed row which is located in row number 111.
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Figure 15. Spring 2019 dataset post transformation

6.2.3 Removing Empty Records
Next step determines removing the empty values from rows, in which the new dataset will
represent full rows without any missing values. This will change the number of rows
drastically, the condition here met but running a function which will drop the whole row if it
has one missing value in any column.
Table 10. Dataset number of rows and columns
Dataset
Data set ‘SPRING’ 2019 before cleaning rows
Data set ‘SPRING’ 2019 after cleaning rows

columns
111
111

rows
67972
48836

6.3 Data Transformation
As a requirement to apply market basket analysis type of algorithms, the dataset should be
transformed into a transactional dataset, by applying a technique called one-hot-encoding,
which transforms the dataset features into binary values. This way of transforming data has
been defined too by dummy variables, the concept originated in year of 1854 by professor of
mathematics in Queen’s college,cork Boole, (1854).One-hot encoding is a technique which
applied mostly for text-based categorical data, to transfer the values into boolean numerics
of 1s or 0s, and each label will be added as a column and every time it occurs as a label it
will get 1 as a value if exist, otherwise will get 0. Representing those labels by a different
numeric value will give each one of them a higher effect more than the other labels.
converting each into a binary will give all the labels the same effect across the dataset.
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Using one-hot encoding will increase the columns count drastically, which adds a huge
sparsity into our data.
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Chapter 7 Modeling and Evaluation
Modeling and evaluation section determine the models and evaluate them in an statistical
representation, where modeling part takes on a various available models that have been
used previously in same kind of problems, evaluating an unsupervised learning algorithm
can achieved by several ways, such case as comparing the generating rules and speed from
market basket analysis related algorithm to another. In supervised learning use cases
models can be evaluated in a different fashion, splitting data into training sets for the model
creation and testing sets for the model evaluation and calculating the score of the test set is
a feasible way to compare supervised classification algorithms.

7.1 Implementing Association Rules on Full Dataset
Association rules mining need a binary output to be imputed to the model since it only accept
binary inputs to generate the rules which means if a categorical feature “column“ has 4
unique instances applying this type of preprocessing will increase the number of columns
into each unique instance, hence resulting in 4 total columns and a binary output for every
feature, 1 if true and 0 if false. Below represents an implementation of this preprocessing
example. This preprocessing created a number of 485 features in total.
Table 11. dataset before encoding features

Table 12. dataset after encoding features

7.2 Performance Evaluation
7.2.1 Apriori Algorithm
Due to the high computation needed to compute apriori algorithm a server computer with an
amount of 32 Gigabytes of ram have been put into test since the regular used environment
for this project could not even run it once successfully.
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Table 13. Server machine hardware
Hardware Overview:
Model Name:
Model Identifier:
Processor Name:
Processor Speed:
Number of Processors:
Total Number of Cores:
L2 Cache (per Core):
L3 Cache:
Hyper-Threading Technology:
Memory:
Boot ROM Version:
SMC Version (system):

Mac Pro
MacPro6,1
8-Core Intel Xeon E5
3 GHz
1
8
256 KB
625MB
Enabled
32 GB
134.0.0.0.0
2.20f18

Table 14. Originally used personal machine hardware
Hardware Overview:
Model Name:
Model Identifier:
Processor Name:
Processor Speed:
Number of Processors:
Total Number of Cores:
L2 Cache (per Core):
L3 Cache:
Hyper-Threading Technology:
Memory:
Boot ROM Version:
SMC Version (system):

MacBook Pro
MacBookPro11,5
Quad-Core Intel Core i7
2.5 GHz
1
4
256 KB
6 MB
Enabled
16 GB
195.0.0.0.0
2.30f2
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Figure 16. Server machine apriori algorithms results

7.2.2 FP-Growth Algorithm
FP-Growth executed successfully when the threshold of length of item sets is set at 3 for the
provided dataset. Due to its less expensive computation, the local machine was able to run it
after around 30 minutes to execute the results. figure 15 represents those results.

7.2.2.1 Generated Frequent Itemsets from FP-Growth
The algorithm returns a list of items with its related support value; a support can be a set of
one of multiple items. A higher support reflects an increased amount of the itemset
availability in the transaction or row.
From table 15 most students have selected in their survey a negative labeled as (No)
answers to the related questions such as the mentioned below. Those answers are
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corresponded with the selected survey questions. and described the survey answers based
on that.
Table 15. Generated itemsets by Fp-Growth

Table 16. Top survey answers based on support percentage
Rank

Survey Question

Answer

Feature

1

Within the last 12 months, have you been diagnosed or treated by a professional for
Schizophrenia?

No

NQ31B4_No

2

Do you have any of the following disorders and diseases (Speech or language
disorder)?

No

NQ65H_No

3

Within the last 12 months, have you been diagnosed or treated by a professional for
addiction on gambling, internet, sexual?

No

NQ31B6_No

4

Do you have any of the following disorders and diseases (Partially sighted/Blind?

No

NQ65E_No

5

Within the last 12 months, have you been diagnosed or treated by a professional for
Substance abuse or addiction (alcohol or other drugs)

No

NQ31A5_No

7.3 Mining Association Rules
From the previous set and their generated support values and confidence the creation of
association rules to unveiled those relations, the items of the left side of the defined as
antecedents while the right sides items referred as consequents, while the metrics as
discussed in chapter 3 which

are support, confidence, and lift, support referred to the

frequency of the item in the set (Agrawal et al, 1993). A low support indicates a rule that
does not occur many times in the set. Here in this project the support threshold has been set
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to 60% at least which makes sense in a way of generating rules that occur 60% in the
dataset at least. Confidence measures the inference of given rules, with a higher value more
likely those items on both sides of antecedents on left hand side and consequents on the
right side, both more likely to present together in the set (Agrawal et al, 1993). Lift measures
the independence on both sides on the generated itemset , a high value such as 1 indicates
an independent relation between both sides antecedents, and consequents (Brin et al,
1997). Leverage measures the difference of antecedents and consequents appearing
together in the set and tests the expectation if both sides are dependent (Piatetsky-Shapiro
and et al, 1991). Conviction computes the probability of dependency of that antecedent
appears where consequence does not exist, if both were dependent with the actual
frequency of the appearance of X without Y. In that case it would be similar to lift, however, in
contrast to lift it is a directed measure (Brin et al, 1997). Higher value of convention indicates
a higher independence of consequent is highly dependent on the antecedent. Overall
Association rules results should be taken with caution since many times results cannot be
generalized without a knowledge of domain, The inference made by association rule does
not necessarily imply causality (Tan and etl 2013). Causality requires domain knowledge
about attributes that captures cause and effect in data (Tan and etl 2013).

7.4 Results Evaluation
From Table 15 and 16, showed the strongest rules based on the highest confidence are the
negative answers from the survey respondents which indicate a good overall behavior in
case of mental related issue, on the other hand we can this finalized can be filter by which
column the domain expert is interested of by any choice of any discrete features criteria of
selection, for example by sex feature, degree and any other related certain features such as
stress and grades.
Figure 17 shows the distribution of all features among all the row values. It can be seen in all
histograms that 0.6 is the starting point on the axis x level of all the features since it reflects
the support value of 60% of each generated value.
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Table 17. Generated association rules that are above 60% support

Figure 17. Histogram of association rules features
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Figure 18. Visualize the relation between support and confidence

Figure 18 represents the setted threshold of the generated rules, where all data points are
exceeding the 60% threshold in terms of confidence which means that all rules that have an
over 60% support are respectively higher in confidence.

7.4.1 Mental Health (NQ 36)
What are the association rules that are related to stress? By applying search function to
generate rules that are related to stress, it can be seen in the generated table that we had a
number of zero instances that is related to this search criteria, stress as a string has been
chosen instead of search for it as a column for the reason of generalize the results and
return more results in the output.
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Table 18. Association rules result from stress related features

The question NQ36 is “Who is considering seeking help from a mental health professional?”.
By investigating the question survey which is related to are willing to consider help from a
professional expert it results into the following:
1. If the students are straight sexually it is very likely to seek help from mental health
services in the university.
2. If the students are straight sexually and not diagnosed and treated from
schizophrenia, they are very likely to seek help from mental health services in the
university.
3. Students who are not suffering from speech or language disorder, and straight
sexually it is very likely to seek help from mental health services in the university.
Table 19. Association rules result from NQ36 features

7.4.2 Academic Performance (NQ45)
Academics information in dataset are all included in the NQ45 questions, which is the search
criteria in this case as that case we will generalize NQ45 as a search criteria in all the rows
on the consequents side by looking up where is it occurring and return that in our final table
of rules:
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1. Students who are their academic performance is not affected by gambling, are then
likely to not suffer from irritable bowel syndrome.
2. Students who are their academic performance is not affected by gambling, are then
likely to not suffer from Speech or language disorder.
3. Students who are their academic performance is not affected by gambling, are then
likely to not suffer from addictions such as gambling, internet, sexual.
4. Students who are their academic performance are not affected by gambling, are then
likely to not suffer from mobility/dexterity disability disorder.
Table 20. Association rules result from NQ45 features

7.4.3 Demographic Characteristics (RNQ47)
The question RNQ47 is “Which term do you use to describe your gender identity?”. This
survey question is representing what students are referring to their gender identity by their
choicen gendr identity, in this case we can a huge proportion to female sex since females
represent the majority of the survey respondents. The ratio rules are described as the
following.
1. Students who are born as female are likely to assign themselves as woman.
2. Students who are not diagnosed and treated from schizophrenia, are very likely to
assign themselves as a woman.
3. Students who are not suffering from speech or language disorder, are very likely to
assign themselves as a woman.
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Table 21. Association rules result from RNQ47C features

7.4.4 Sexual Orientation (RNQ48)
The question RNQ48 is “What term best describes your sexual orientation?”. This question
in the survey describe sexual orientation of the respondents among the selection of various
types of sexual orientations listed top rules are:
1. Students who are not diagnosed and treated from schizophrenia are likely to be
straight sexually.
2. Students who are not suffering from speech or language disorders are likely to be
straight sexually.
3. Students who are not suffering from mobility/dexterity disability are likely to be
straight sexually.
4. Students who are not been sexually assaulted are more likely to be from public
institutes and straight sexually.
Table 22. Association rules result from RNQ48 features
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7.5 Implementing social network analysis using Graph Theory
We can see that most survey responses are intended to represent negative responses from
participants, which can add complexity to understanding patterns of data, and it is insights.
Graph theory approach can lead to understanding the connection ‘edges’ between data
points which are represented by nodes.

7.5.1 Social Network Analysis of All Data Points
Here data points are filtered by lift values were all data points are included, thus result in a
number of 89 nodes, and a number of 6400 edges, it can be seen most of nodes are
represented by negative responses.

Figure 19. Social network analysis of all data points

7.5.2 Optimizing Social Network Analysis.
Optimizing social network analysis is targeted by two step processes, first one is two apply a
factorization on node sizes where the size is dependent on the number of relative edges to
the nodes with respect to their frequency, we can see that pattern of selected nodes the are
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bigger than other nodes by their category which are NQ30’s that indicated mental related
questions, and selected top 1% of the lift measure related rules to decreases the complexity
of data structure, which resulted in a number of nodes 63, and 1022 number of edges.

Figure 20. Filtering social network analysis by top 1%

More sophisticated approach can lead to a less complex and dense network where all
negative responses are excluded, and include all data points from the selected dataset,
which generates a number of 8 nodes, and 30 edges, those representing all combinations of
data points among the mined dataset by association rules.
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Figure 21. Filtering social network analysis of negative responses
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Chapter 8 Conclusion
8.1 Conclusion
This project is solely relying on observing insights using statistical learning methods to
gather insights from such a massive dataset, which have been provided from the source, the
dataset has been decreased in dimension to perform analysis and to make the dataset less
expensive in terms of computation. It can be seen that massive datasets and used
techniques need the support of domain experts in order to support decisions and validate
insights from data. Data set decreased to cover only the latest semester data so we observe
the latest available data only. Another reason for not mixing all dataset semesters is that
schools who complete the survey are not the same in every semester so insights cannot be
generalized in that sense. Filtered dataset contains a huge amount of female participants
which can add bias to any future statement regarding the results. On the other hand,
interesting insights have been collected and served in the results section which are filtered
by a threshold of value of more that 60% support among all dataset to generate items, the
return generated item set. Which are represented in terms of rules of features and their
strength to each other.

8.2 Notes on the Results
To summarize the results of this research, First It has been seen a very high support
percentage of the negative non concerning mental related questionnaire answers which is
represented in the negative answers, Secondly the bias in female candidates cannot
generalize the results over as a pattern over all dataset since female represent the most
portion of the selected semester year, which results back in finding that relate into various
dimensions.
●

Sexual orientation, mental related issues and in female candidates has no effect with
seeking help from mental services In university campuses.

●

Academic performance across the candidates has not seen any effect by addictive
habits, or speech difficulties.

●

Stress related symptoms and related questions had seen a lower strength along
students.
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●

Social network analysis has revealed that the majority of students who are likely to
consent to mental services from university are more likely to be singles, white,
hetrosexual, females and from public institutions.

8.2 Recommendations
One of the main drawback in this project is the used computing power to generate the
frequent dataset, using a very expensive algorithms and massive dataset have reflect back
as one of the main challenges to compute, even when tune the algorithm to work the
generate results was set by a threshold to meet impute the results, another recommendation
is to decrease the bias in dataset by add more male participants to the dataset. To perform a
further analysis among the years it is recommended to participate in the same school in a
relative proportional sample among its size so the insights can be generalized among the
semester years. Due to the digital transformation this case study can be seen from different
perspectives in tackling mental related behaviors by employing natural language processing
to detect depression in social media platforms (De Choudhury et al., 2013), on the other
hand implementing those methods on students can raise privacy concerns among them.
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